
FRANKLIN BLACK SB E P FO SRC
 

€85.35

SCOURER WINTER SOFTSHELL JACKET

€53.00 €45.08KUDUS TROUSERS 
 

DESCRIPTION: 2 breast pockets
with velcro, 2 lower pockets with
zip, adjustable cuffs, badge pocket
loop, flap protecting the chin,
mobile phone pocket with E-
WARD and more

COMPOSITION: SOFTSHELL
100% polyester + COFRA-TEX
membrane + fleece 100%
polyester
COLOURS: black, navy, brown
SIZES: S-3XL (UK)

UPPER: high tenacity, breathable 

EXTERNAL LINING: AIRFREEDOM Fabric

INTERNAL LINING: 100% polyamide fabric, 

SOLE: polyurethane/TPU with high electrical resistance

TOE CAP: non-metallic TOP RETURN resistant to 200 J

SIZES: 36-48 (EU), 3-13 (UK)

DESCRIPTION: 2 wide front
pockets, double back pocket
with flap closed with snap,
fabric with high elastic
perception, hammer loop,
knee and nylon adjustable
kneepad pockets, nylon
external nail pockets and
more
COMPOSITION: 60% cotton –
37% polyester – 3% elastane
+ abrasion resistant inserts
made of 100% nylon
COLOUR: black, blue,  brown,
navy 
SIZES: 30-46 (UK)
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ASCENT S3 SRC

FUNK BLACK S3 ESD SR

RECUPERATOR ESD S3 SRC
 

 
SOUTHWELL S3 SRC

 

€98.08

€61.20

€143.68

€95.40
UPPER: water repellent full grain leather

INTERNAL LINING: breathable and abrasion
resistant leather

SOLE: slip resistant dual-density polyurethane

TOE CAP: non metallic TOP RETURN resistant
to 200 J

SIZES: 40-47 (EU), 6½-12 (UK)

UPPER: water repellent full grain leather

EXTERNAL LINING: breathable fabric

INTERNAL LINING: 100% polyamide fabric,
ladder-proof, breathable

SOLE: polyurethane/TPU 

TOE CAP: non metallic TOP RETURN resistant
to 200 J

SIZES: 36-50 (EU), 3-15 (UK)

 
 

UPPER: water repellent leather

EXTERNAL LINING: breathable fabric

INTERNAL LINING: TRAI-Tex 100% polyester, three-
dimensional, breathable

SOLE: dual-density polyurethane

TOE CAP: FIBERGLASS CAP, non metallic fiberglass resistant
to 200 J

SIZES: 36-48 (EU), 3-13 (UK)

UPPER: water repellent printed leather

INTERNAL LINING: SANY-DRY® 100% polyester fabric, three-dimensional,
breathable

SOLE: polyurethane/TPU with POLY-GREEN insert, with
low electrical resistance
TOE CAP: ALUMINIUM 200 J

SIZES: 35-48 (EU), 2-13 (UK)
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BEIRUT SWEATSHIRT

DESCRIPTION: hood, sweatshirt
stretch ribbed bottom and cuff

COMPOSITION: 65% polyester –
35% cotton

COLOUR: black, navy, white

SIZES: S-3XL (UK) 

ALDAN PADDED WAISTCOAT

DESCRIPTION: elasticated waist,
internal pocket, mobile phone pocket

COMPOSITION: OUTER FABRIC:
65% polyester, 35% cotton –
Padding: 100% polyester – 120 g/m²
– Lining: 100% polyester

COLOUR: navy

SIZES: S-3XL (UK)

DESCRIPTION: 2 internal pockets, adjustable cuffs, adjustable foldaway
hood, bielastic fabric with wind-protecting membrane, drawstring for
adjustable waist, fleece inner lining, holes for ventilation, napoleon
pocket, reflex insert, SOFTSHELL jacket with internal part, wide front
pockets with zip, YKK® zip

COMPOSITION: SOFTSHELL 84% nylon, 16% elastane + wind-
protecting membrane + fleece 100% polyester

Colours: black, red, royal, brown, anthracite, navy

SIZES: S-3XL (UK)

NORWAY SOFTSHELL JACKET

DESCRIPTION: neck zip, stretch
ribbed bottom and cuff

COMPOSITION: 100% cotton

COLOUR: navy, anthracite, black

SIZES: S-4XL (UK)

DESCRIPTION: 3M™ SCOTCHLITE™ Reflective Material reflex inserts –
8910 Silver Fabric, adjustable foldaway hood, back wide pocket, breast
pocket with coated zip, hand pocket with fleece lining, internal bottom
zip, internal pocket with zip, lining with shoulder part made of fleece,
longer back side, loop for headset, mobile phone pocket with E-WARD,
side splits, wide front pockets, YKK® zip

COMPOSITION: 100% polyurethane coated polyester, LINING: 100%
polyester, PADDING: 100% polyester

SIZES: S-3XL (UK)

POLAR PADDED WAISTCOAT
 

€58.90

SYSTON SWEATSHIRT
 

€21.63

€62.55

€25.83 €28.23
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DESCRIPTION: 2 back pockets, one of them with
flap, 3M™ SCOTCHLITE™ Reflective Material reflex
inserts- 9910 Silver Fabric, adjustable hammer
loop, adjustable waist, CORDURA® adjustable
kneepad pockets, CORDURA® external nail
pockets, knee and left side pocket with flap, left
side pocket with zip, mobile phone pocket,
reinforced crotch, rule pocket, side tools pocket,
wide front pockets, YKK® zip

COMPOSITION: 65% polyester - 35% cotton

COLOUR: orange, yellow, red

SIZES: 30-46 (UK)

VISION SWEATSHIRT

COMPOSITION: 100% thermoplastic elastomers

COLOUR: navy anthracite black

SIZE: cm 105, cm 115, cm 125, cm 135

INFO: colour B2 navy available cm.115 - cm.125
PACKAGING:  3 pieces packed in a single bag

PERFORMANCE: NON METAL DETECTABLE

ACARIGUA JACKET

DESCRIPTION: collar zip ,
elasticated waist and cuff,
pocket with side zip

COMPOSITION: 100% polyester

COLOUR: yellow, orange

SIZES: S-4XL (UK)

DESCRIPTION: 1 horizontal reflex stripe,
2 segmented vertical reflex stripes, 2
wide lower pockets with zip, adjustable
waist and cuff with snap, badge pocket
loop, breast pocket

COMPOSITION: 52% polyester - 
44% cotton - 4% elastane

COLOUR: orange, yellow

SIZES: S-3XL (UK)

BLINDING TROUSERS

WAREGEM BELT

€61.92
€34.32

 €58.60

€23.10

 

Tel: 022 - 21712

info@munstertoolco.ie
SCAN

QR
CODE TO

SEE
COFRA
RANGE
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